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		 Introduction & Objectives
Background : The use of standardized hepatocytes cryopreservation usually needs a standard process for removal of cryoprotectant
from thawed cell suspension via a post-thaw spin washing and cell counting step prior to the cell plating and incubation. This step
for removing the DMSO used as cryoprotectant is required particularly for sensitive cells, including cryopreserved primary and
differentiated cells, like human and animal hepatocytes. It is vital and critical that, following thawing, sensitive cells maintain their
viability and recover quickly from the stresses of cryopreservation and thawing.
However, this classical cell thawing and recovering process is time-consuming and costly with:
1- a higher risk of contamination due to additional handling and resuspension of the thawed cells;
2- a higher cell loss probability;
3- a considerable variation in number of cells recovered and counted due to inter-operator variations;
4- a limited throughput with this classical thawing method since no more than two vials can be properly thawed simultaneously
by an operator.

Objectives:
Therefore, the present study was aimed
to optimize a freezing process that
allows direct thawing and seeding of
cryopreserved
Non-Spin™
primary
hepatocytes without the need for postthaw washing and centrifugation steps.

		 Classical versus Optimized Process for Freezing, Thawing and Plating of Primary Hepatocytes
Classical Thawing & Plating process
Cryo-preserved
Hepatocytes

Human liver resection
Classical Cryopreservation
(CL)
of primary hepatocytes
(single/pooled donors)

Transfer of the thawed cells
in 30mL of Thawing medium

Spin cells
at 180g/2min/RT

Resuspending cell pellet
in Plating medium

Cell Counting with
Nageotte chamber

Calculate appropriate
plating concentration

Cell plating on
Collagen coated MW plates

Cell thawing
at 37°C

Rats
A standard two-step
collagenase
perfusion procedure

Isolated human/rodent
hepatocyte suspensions

Non-SpinTM Thawing/Plating Process
Cryo-preserved
Non-SpinTM hepatocytes

Mice
Optimized Cryopreservation
(NS)
of primary hepatocytes
(single/pooled donors)

Transfer of the cells in
predetermined volume of NS medium

Cell thawing
at 37°C

		 Comparison Study Results: Classic (CL) process vs Non-Spin™ (NS) process
Post-thaw Viability & Yield
Species

Human

Rat (SD)

Mouse
(CD-1)

Cryopreserved
hepatocyte
batch
HEP187254-CL

Cell
freezing
(mL/vial)
1mL

Post-thaw metabolic activity

DMSO
Dilution
fold (X)
100

Final DMSO
in Plating
medium
(%)

Thawed cell
viability
(%)

0

Thawed
cell yield
(x106/vial)

88

8.7

Cell
seeding
density
(x10 6/wellMW24)
0.38

HUMAN
Frozen Hepatocytes
lot HEP187254
LOT-CL
LOT-NSTM

RAT SD
Frozen Hepatocytes
lot HEP184133
LOT-CL
LOT-NSTM

MOUSE CD-1
Frozen Hepatocytes
lot HEP106113
LOT-CL
LOT-NSTM

Metabolic Activity *
(nmole/h/mg proteins)

P450
Enzyme

Phenacetin O-deethylase
activity

CYP1A2

0.4

0.4

1.1

1.3

2.9

3.0

CYP3A4/5

1.6

2.4

1.1

1.2

2.7

3.3

HEP187254-NS

0.5mL

12.6

0.95

86

8.8

0.38

Midazolam 1’ hydroxylase
activity

HEP184133-CL

1mL

100

0

85

5.8

0.25

CYP2B6

0.2

0.3

0.2

0.2

0.3

0.4

HEP184133-NS

0.5mL

20.4

0.59

83

5.1

0.25

Bupropion hydroxylase
activity
Dextrometorphan o
demethylase activity

CYP2D6

0.4

0.5

1.1

1.5

1.6

2.0

HEP106113-CL

1 mL

100

0

83

7.2

0.2

HEP106113-NS

1 mL

20

0.6

84

8.8

0.2

* Cell monolayers after thawing & plating by either classic (CL) or non-spin method (NS) were incubated for 1 hour at 37°C with the following substrates cocktails: phenacetin (200µM),
midazolam (50µM), bupropion (100µM) and dextrometorphan (100µM). Metabolites formed were measured by LC-MS/MS. Activities are expressed as nmole/h/mg of protein.

Observation :
Comparable thawed viabilities and cell numbers are obtained from human and animal
cryopreserved hepatocytes prepared from either classic or optimized Non-Spin™
methods

Observation :
The metabolic activity of phase I was evaluated using P450 substrate cocktails. Overall, the
Vmax value of Phase I dependent activities were similar in human and animal hepatocytes
processed by both classic and NS methods.

Post-thaw Plateability
HUMAN-HEPATOCYTES
HEP187254-CL

Classical thawing + spin+plating

HEP187254-NSTM
NS thawing + plating

RAT SD-HEPATOCYTES
HEP184133-CL

Classical thawing + spin+plating

HEP184133-NSTM
NS thawing + plating

MOUSE CD-1 -HEPATOCYTES
HEP106113-CL

Classical thawing + spin+plating

In conclusion

HEP106113-NSTM
NS thawing + plating

Observation :
NSTM cell attachment efficiency and morphology are comparatively similar to the cells prepared from classical freezing,
thawing and plating process.

The present study demonstrates an improved freezing
method for subsequent cell thawing and direct plating
or suspension use :
• for eliminating the necessity of post-thaw wash, spin,
and frequent practice of performing a cell count,
• for reducing all related risks, inconvenience and
inaccuracy.
The No-Spin™ hepatocytes can be simply thawed and
seeded by one step in a pre-calculated volume of thawing
medium. So this is a simple, rapid, robust & reproducible
method for using cryopreserved living cells as cell-based
assays for cell biological applications.
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